
 

 
3/7/24 Home Learning Class F 

 
Our topic this half term is ‘The Sea’ and this week we have: 

 

Been learning about the ‘Rainbow Fish’ written by Marcus Pfister. In our independent learning we’ve had 

the opportunity to create our own rainbow fish, write speech bubbles about what the Rainbow Fish might 

say and make our own fish tanks for the Rainbow fish at the junk modelling table.  

We worked hard to use the whiteboard to create a fish on the programme ‘Paint’ and learnt how to draw 

shapes and use the colourfill tool. The children were all pleased with their masterpieces! 

 

2 Year Olds 

This week we are continuing to find out things about our topic Under the Sea. We are exploring drawing 

in sand and working on our fine motor skills with the picking pond.   

 

Home Learning 

Reception 

Continuing with our sea topic, this week the home learning is to try and create a submarine which sinks to 

the bottom of the ocean! Be as creative as you like but you must test your submarine out to see if it 

works. We look forward to seeing your finished piece of work.  

Reading 

Your child is bringing home books linked to the phase 4 tricky words which they have learnt in phonics. 

We expect the children to read at home at least 3 times a week. Please write in their reading record books 

when you read at home.  

Nursery (3 and 4 year olds) 

Continuing with our sea topic, this week the home learning is to try and create a submarine which sinks to 

the bottom of the ocean! Be as creative as you like but you must test your submarine out to see if it 

works. We look forward to seeing your finished piece of work. 

Reading 

Share a book together. You could choose a book from home or there are books at school which you can 

borrow. 

Please complete by 10th July 2024. 

 


